The propagation of light in a dense dielectric depends on refractive index variations determined by the size and shape of the building block as well as structural order. For the case of weak scattering and in the absence of long range order light is spread out diffusively. Perfectly ordered photonic crystals can exhibit forbidden regimes with a vanishing density of states. Strong scattering in amorphous dielectrics can also lead to unusual photonic behavior. Preliminary results from our lab using nanoparticles that scatter strongly in the UV confirm this. Correlated "photonic" materials a) Thin amorphous If the scattering length is comparable to the wavelength of film of ca. 800nm TiO2 particles (thickness 26 Ztm). b) light a transition to localized states is expected. The
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Computer simulation of a liquid and solid assembly of threshold for this localization transition is called the loffecharged spheres in water.thehlfo hslclzhntaso 1cledheIf-Regel criterion kl*.-. There has been an active search for this transition for more than two decades. However there is still no conclusive evidence for the phenomenon in three dimensional systems. One of the main difficulties is to predictably tailor strongly photonic amorphous systems starting from their building blocks. As a first important step in this direction we have prepared dense assemblies of high refractive index spheres and we present a quantitative comparison between optical transmission experiments and theoretical models [2] .
